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Pipelines 2008-04-30
oil and natural gas are now acknowledged to be the driving forces of international politics what has
not yet been fully explored is how their delivery affects global geopolitics pipelines once built create
new diplomatic realities some states are newly connected others isolated some states benefit
economically others lose out often new energy supply routes fall across political fault lines as in the
case of india and pakistan in the case of the former soviet union the existing pipeline network reflects
an old political reality and causes tension between the newly independent states and their former
russian master with energy demand soaring in industrialising asia and the resurgence of great power
rivalry the politics and practicalities of pipelines become central to a proper understanding of world
affairs in this groundbreaking and fully updated book rafael kandiyoti takes us along the pipeline
networks from kandahar to the caspian basin from ceyhan to china and shows us how they form the
foundation of the new geopolitical order in the process he demonstrates that the issue of energy
supply revolves around not only hydrocarbon resources but also their delivery this is an entirely new
way to view the international politics of oil and natural gas and is therefore crucial to any explanation
of the tensions involving central asia the middle east russia china and europe

Regulated Enterprise 1993
christopher castaneda s study of the construction of the pipelines that transported southwestern gas
to the northeast traces the ways in which the federal regulatory process fostered competitive growth
in the natural gas industry in 1938 the natural gas act granted the federal power commission
jurisdiction over the interstate transmission and sale of natural gas the fpc used its new powers to
guide shape and manage an intensely competitive period in the industry as castaneda shows
aggressive and politically astute entrepreneurs based in the southwest took advantage of economic
opportunity and a regulatory environment conducive to industry growth they financed and built the
nation s longest gas pipelines to connect the massive southwestern reserves with the major northern
energy markets the coal industry which supplied the raw product for manufactured gas and the
railroad industry which transported the coal adamantly but unsuccessfully opposed the action and
attempted to halt the introduction of natural gas into their northeastern markets first during the war
years emergency regulatory agencies directed the expansion of the industry into appalachia then in
the ensuing peacetime market forces prompted entrepreneurs to compete vigorously for regulatory
approval to build pipelines to sell natural gas in the northeast while previous studies have examined
the development of the natural gas industry after 1954 when the supreme court s phillips decision
established the fpc as a regulator of price control rather than as a manager of industrial growth
castaneda s is the first to examine this earlier entrepreneurial era based on exhaustive research in
corporate records and government documents regulated enterprise offers a case study of government
business relations during a period of rapid industrial expansion and suggests a new way of looking at
federal regulation and competitive growth book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell north
america inc all rights reserved

Oil and Gas Pipelines 2015-04-20
a comprehensive and detailed reference guide on the integrity and safety of oil and gas pipelines
both onshore and offshore covers a wide variety of topics including design pipe manufacture pipeline
welding human factors residual stresses mechanical damage fracture and corrosion protection
inspection and monitoring pipeline cleaning direct assessment repair risk management and
abandonment links modern and vintage practices to help integrity engineers better understand their
system and apply up to date technology to older infrastructure includes case histories with examples
of solutions to complex problems related to pipeline integrity includes chapters on stress based and
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strain based design the latter being a novel type of design that has only recently been investigated by
designer firms and regulators provides information to help those who are responsible to establish
procedures for ensuring pipeline integrity and safety

State Reconstruction of Gas Pipeline Networks 2023
with global demand for energy poised to increase by more than half in the next three decades the
supply of safe reliable and reasonably priced gas and oil will continue to be of fundamental
importance to modern economies central to this supply are the pipelines that transport this energy
and while the fundamental economics of the major pipeline networks are the same the differences in
their ownership commercial development and operation can provide insight into the workings of
market institutions in various nations drawing on a century of the world s experience with gas and oil
pipelines this book illustrates the importance of economics in explaining the evolution of pipeline
politics in various countries it demonstrates that institutional differences influence ownership and
regulation while rents and consumer pricing depend on the size and diversity of existing markets the
depth of regulatory institutions and the historical structure of the pipeline businesses themselves the
history of pipelines is also rife with social conflict and makholm explains how and when institutions in
a variety of countries have controlled pipeline behavior either through economic regulation or
government ownership in the public interest

The Political Economy of Pipelines 2012-03-15
industry expert john kennedy details the oil and gas pipeline operation industry in this complete text
contents pipeline industry overview types of pipelines pipe manufacture and coating fundamentals of
pipeline design pumps and compressors prime movers construction practices and equipment welding
techniques and equipment operation and control metering and storage maintenance and repair
inspection and rehabilitation pipeline regulation safety and environmental protection tommorrow s
technology amazon

Oil and Gas Pipeline Fundamentals 1993
the natural gas pipelines between argentina and chile are large scale investments in competitive
environments jadresic a former minister of energy in chile argues that a competitive energy sector
and free entry were important policy initiatives to spur the cross border investments that have
benefited chile s energy sector and environment

Investment in Natural Gas Pipline in the Southern Cone of
Latin America 2000
cover title copyright contents list of figures abbreviations introduction part 1 resource and routes 1
natural gas geology geography and markets 2 gas pipeline commodity container and carrier part ii
the gas troika 3 iran gas pipelines under after sanctions 4 russia an energy superpower 5
turkmenistan pawn and player in the game of chess part iii the home truths 6 india not a single
transnational pipeline yet conclusions legacy leads and lessons bibliography index

India and the Global Game of Gas Pipelines 2016-11-03
an essential review of the history benefits limitations failures and politics of pipelines with a core
focus on potential harms to environmental and human health the united states holds the world record
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of having the largest network of energy pipelines with more than 2 4 million miles of pipeline
transporting oil or natural gas russia china and canada as well as many other countries also have
extensive pipelines how safe is this means of transport and is there a potential harm to the
environment and human health in this text professor madelon l finkel presents an essential and
clearly stated review of the pros and cons of transporting oil and natural gas by pipeline finkel dispels
myths inaccuracies and misconceptions and highlights the potential dangers that must be considered
in any country s energy policy pipeline politics assessing the benefits and harms of energy policy
provides a broad and accessible analysis of pipelines from their history and safety to their politics and
risks finkel examines the benefits and costs of pipelines in parallel as well as issues of environmental
justice the fairness of treatment of the people affected and the development implementation and
enforcement of pipeline laws regulations and policies

Pipeline Politics 2018-09-14
with frequent discoveries of energy resources in remote and undeveloped areas the importance of
transnational oil and gas pipelines is set to grow ever more prominent this study dissects the
diplomacy and bargaining power of the transit country and the shifting economic relations involved in
cross border energy transportation

Numerical Simulation of Gas Pipeline Networks 2005
it is common to assert that utility investors are compensated in the allowed rate of return for the risk
of large disallowances such as arise for investments found imprudent or not used and useful however
this book develops a new theory of asymmetric regulatory risk that shows that infallible estimates of
the cost of capital are sure to provide downward biased estimates of the necessary allowed rates of
return in the presence of such regulatory risks the book uses the new theory of regulatory risk to
understand recent developments in the risk of natural gas pipelines and other regulated industries

Cross-border Oil and Gas Pipelines and the Role of the
Transit Country 2016-01-12
offshore pipelines covers the full scope of pipeline development from pipeline designing installing and
testing to operating it gathers the authors experiences gained through years of designing installing
testing and operating submarine pipelines the aim is to provide engineers and management
personnel a guideline to achieve cost effective management in their offshore and deepwater pipeline
development and operations the book is organized into three parts part i presents design practices
used in developing submarine oil and gas pipelines and risers contents of this part include selection of
pipe size coating and insulation part ii provides guidelines for pipeline installations it focuses on
controlling bending stresses and pipe stability during laying pipelines part iii deals with problems that
occur during pipeline operations topics covered include pipeline testing and commissioning flow
assurance engineering and pigging operations this book is written primarily for new and experienced
engineers and management personnel who work on oil and gas pipelines in offshore and deepwater it
can also be used as a reference for college students of undergraduate and graduate levels in ocean
engineering mechanical engineering and petroleum engineering pipeline design engineers will learn
how to design low cost pipelines allowing long term operability and safety pipeline operation
engineers and management personnel will learn how to operate their pipeline systems in a cost
effective manner deepwater pipelining is a new technology developed in the past ten years and
growing quickly
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Regulatory Risk: Economic Principles and Applications to
Natural Gas Pipelines and Other Industries 2012-12-06
a comprehensive and original analysis of all major wto provisions relating to the transit of pipeline gas

Offshore Pipelines 2005-04-25
a totally understandable view of pipeline inception planning construction start up and operation

Modeling, Analysis and Optimal Control of Gas Pipeline
Networks 2009
this book is compiled based on practical experience learned working around 30 years with gail
especially in operation maintenance o m of natural gas compression processing supply of gas to
consumers lpg recovery c2 c3 recovery plants petrochemical plant and stabilization of various grades
of polymers improvements increasing productivity project development pd of natural gas cross
country pipeline onshore offshore international natural gas pipelines on shore offshore and lpg
pipelines city gas projects including pre feasibility or detailed feasibility study project appraisal
financial appraisal natural gas pipeline design simulation hydraulics study bidding costing
petrochemical industry due diligence study etc this book will provide an understanding about the
intricacies in development of natural gas pipeline project such as natural gas constituents natural gas
processing class location demand supply scenarios gas availability growth the available natural gas
pipeline network the regulatory framework and its role applicable regulations and so on india is a fast
growing economy and natural gas is established as a green fuel and being used in the automotive
commercial industrial and domestic sectors it is realized that practical experience is required to be
shared for beneficial of the students new entrants professionals for their learning and understanding

Freedom of Transit and Access to Gas Pipeline Networks
under WTO Law 2017-04-27
transmission pipeline calculations and simulations manual is a valuable time and money saving tool to
quickly pinpoint the essential formulae equations and calculations needed for transmission pipeline
routing and construction decisions the manual s three part treatment starts with gas and petroleum
data tables followed by self contained chapters concerning applications case studies at the end of
each chapter provide practical experience for problem solving topics in this book include pressure and
temperature profile of natural gas pipelines how to size pipelines for specified flow rate and pressure
limitations and calculating the locations and hp of compressor stations and pumping stations on long
distance pipelines case studies are based on the author s personal field experiences component to
system level coverage save time and money designing pipe routes well design and verify piping
systems before going to the field increase design accuracy and systems effectiveness

Oil and Gas Pipelines in Nontechnical Language, 2nd Edition
2020-07
this third edition of this highly successful volume is fully updated and includes new information on
buoyancy control trenchless crossing methods as well as on compressor fuel calculations and
optimization hydrotesting and lpg pipelining this book offers straightforward practical techniques for
pipeline design and construction making it an ideal professional reference training tool or
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comprehensive text the authors present the various elements that make up a single phase liquid and
gas pipeline system including how to design construct commission and assess pipelines and related
facilities they discuss gas and liquid transmission compression pumps protection and integrity
procurement services and the management of pipeline projects more complex specialty fluids are
also covered including co2 h2 slurry and multi products publisher

Intricacies for the Development of the Natural Gas Pipeline
Project 2014-12-27
in your day to day planning design operation and optimization of pipelines wading through complex
formulas and theories is not the way to get the job done gas pipeline hydraulics acts as a quick
reference guide to formulas codes and standards encountered in the gas industry based on the author
s 30 years of experience in manufacturing and the oil and gas industry the book presents a step by
step introduction to the concepts in a practical approach illustrated by real world examples case
studies and a wealth of problems at the end of each chapter avoiding overly complex equations and
theorems gas pipeline hydraulics demonstrates the calculation of pressure drop using various
commonly accepted formulas the author extends this discussion to determine total pressure required
under various configurations the necessity of pressure regulators and control valves the comparative
pros and cons of adding compressor stations versus pipe loops mechanical strength of the pipeline
and thermal hydraulic analysis he also introduces transient pressure analysis along with references
for more in depth study the text concludes with the economic aspects of pipeline systems containing
valuable appendices that provide conversions from uscs to si units tables of properties of natural gas
commonly used pipe sizes and allowable internal and hydrotest pressures this is the most easy to use
hands on reference for gas pipelines available

Transmission Pipeline Calculations and Simulations Manual
1992
this book concisely describes the architecture of the oil and gas pipelines in the black caspian seas
region and analyzes the status quo and perspectives of oil and gas production in this region the
authors present numerous projects each of which has made a substantial contribution to the
development of pipeline transport and transit in this part of the world and discuss them in detail the
topics covered include the region s geographic characteristics the region s hydrocarbon potential
russian and eu policy on pipeline transport kazakhstan s pipeline policy chinese pipeline projects the
bulgarian gas transmission system environmental risks in the production and transportation of
hydrocarbons satellite monitoring and subsea leak detection this volume offers a valuable resource
for politicians specialists in the oil and gas business decision makers and environmentalists alike

Natural Gas Pipelines 2007
this book is concerned with the steady state hydraulics of natural gas and other compressible fluids
being transported through pipelines our main approach is to determine the flow rate possible and
compressor station horsepower required within the limitations of pipe strength based on the pipe
materials and grade it addresses the scenarios where one or more compressors may be required
depending on the gas flow rate and if discharge cooling is needed to limit the gas temperatures the
book is the result of over 38 years of the authors experience on pipelines in north and south america
while working for major energy companies such as arco el paso energy etc
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Pipeline Design & Construction 2005-05-24
as the second volume of the digital oil gas pipeline research and practice series of monographs this
book introduces the implementation strategies examples and technical roadmaps of two important
aspects of the digital oil gas pipeline construction pipeline real time data integration and pipeline
network virtual reality system two example of pipeline real time data integration are elaborated
integration of pipeline webgis geographic information system and pipeline scada supervisory control
and data acquisition via opc ole for process control technology integration of pipeline network virtual
reality system and pipeline scada via opc jni java native interface and sai scene access interface the
pipeline network virtual reality system aims for the pipeline virtual expression interaction and 3d
visual management it can be used for pipeline route visual design and plan immersive pipeline
industry training remote visual supervision and control etc the implementation details of the pipeline
network virtual reality system including 3d pipeline and terrain modeling with x3d extensible 3d
technology improving large scene display performance and speed in the network environment using
lod level of detail technology interaction of virtual pipeline scenes and pipeline 3d visual monitoring
are also introduced the knowledge and experience delivered by this book will provide useful reference
for the readers from the industries of oil gas pipeline gis virtual reality industrial control etc

Gas Pipeline Hydraulics 2016-10-05
oil and gas pipelines and piping systems design construction management and inspection delivers all
the critical aspects needed for oil and gas piping and pipeline condition monitoring and maintenance
along with tactics to minimize costly disruptions within operations broken up into two logical parts the
book begins with coverage on pipelines including essential topics such as material selection designing
for oil and gas central facilities tank farms and depots the construction and installment of
transportation pipelines pipe cleaning and maintenance checklists moving over to piping information
covers piping material selection and designing and construction of plant piping systems with attention
paid to flexibility analysis on piping stress a must have component for both refineries with piping and
pipeline systems heavily illustrated and practical for engineers and managers in oil and gas today the
book supplies the oil and gas industry with a must have reference for safe and effective pipeline and
piping operations presents valuable perspectives on pipelines and piping operations specific to the oil
and gas industry provides all the relevant american and european codes and standards as well as
english and metric units for easier reference includes numerous visualizations of equipment and
operations with illustrations from various worldwide case studies and locations

Oil and Gas Pipelines in the Black-Caspian Seas Region
2013-04-09
natural gas pipeline regulation in the united states past present and future provides a detailed
economic overview of these regulations and reviews the relevant economic and policy literature that
has tracked the evolution and regulation of the u s gas transmission market over the past century
section 2 provides a detailed history of u s federal regulation of interstate gas pipelines highlighting
the most impactful regulatory changes and discussing both the immediate and lasting effects they
had on the market it shows how specific regulatory measures were critical in helping the nascent and
integrated natural gas extraction and transmission industry establish itself as a cornerstone of the u s
energy portfolio and how these same regulations after the industry had grown resulted in severe
market distortions in response to these distortions and to increase market competition the federal
energy regulatory commission ferc issued order 636 in 1992 mandating that the u s natural gas
industry be fully restructured into separate production transportation and distribution sectors a wealth
of economic and policy literature has since analyzed the impacts of order 636 both on the behavior of
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pipeline operators specifically and on the u s natural gas market section 3 provides a thorough review
of this literature and discusses the current industry structure that has emerged it also includes a
detailed explanation of ferc s current rate setting methodology for gas pipelines a discussion of the
primary and secondary markets for natural gas transmission and ferc s formal capacity release
system and a brief review of several important non price regulations faced by pipeline operators
finally section 4 discusses the future of regulation in the gas pipeline industry offering predictions and
recommendations to policy makers and pipeline operators regarding the likely direction of regulatory
changes a growing body of economic literature now praises the benefits of transitioning away from
rate of return regulation in infrastructure intensive industries in favor of more flexible incentive based
regulatory models and the authors discuss the likelihood and implications of a move toward incentive
based regulation in the u s gas pipeline industry

Gas Pipeline Hydraulics 2021-01-09
a study of the changing relationship between regulatory policy and the modern corporation

Pipeline Real-time Data Integration and Pipeline Network
Virtual Reality System 2016-09-10
this text explains the how s and why s of the pipeline industry it was written for those not directly
involved in pipeline operations legal supply accounting finance and human resource specialists and
people who service and sell equipment to pipeline companies but even engineers and expert
pipeliners can gain insights from the book s depth and broad perspective

Oil and Gas Pipelines and Piping Systems 2018-05-30
mitigation of gas pipeline integrity problems presents the methodology to enable engineers
experienced or not to alleviate pipeline integrity problems during operation it explains the principal
considerations and establishes a common approach in tackling technical challenges that may arise
during gas production covers third party damage corrosion geotechnical hazards stress corrosion
cracking off spec sales gas improper design or material selection as built flaws improper operations
and leak and break detection details various hazard mitigation options offers tested concepts of
pipeline integrity blended with recent research results documented in a scholarly fashion to make it
simple to the average reader this practical work serves the needs of advanced students researchers
and professionals working in pipeline engineering and petrochemical industries

Natural Gas Pipeline Regulation in the United States
2003-10-30
the natural gas business consists of two major aspects sourcing and transportation and distribution
has been a growing area of interest to industry government and academia with the emphasis on
promoting natural gas sector there is an increasing need to have a well documented book that deals
with the business issues particularly the transportation and distribution of this sector specifically
aimed at petroleum engineers and professionals this book fills this gap to provide structured material
that deals with managerial and regulatory aspects with an applied technical perspective wherever
needed
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Gas Pipelines and the Emergence of America's Regulatory
State 2006
jens hetland teimuraz gochitashvili in contrast to oil natural gas is usually routed through pipeline
systems stretched from the wellhead to the end user although liquefied natural gas lng is gaining
increased interest the commercialisation of natural gas fields is inherently linked to rigid
transportation systems that require huge investments in tangible assets fixed to specific locations the
supply of natural gas is constrained by the transportation system and requires access to appropriate
infrastructure for transport and distribution the trading of natural gas is traditionally associated with
long term contracts albeit the duration per se of gas transport contracts appears to be less important
after the deregulation of the energy markets as diversification is strategically important to modern
societies the security of energy supplies becomes an inherent issue in order to avoid situations of
shortage and to keep the price level stable industrial nations are paying attention to the security of
energy supplies in brief terms this means that having more than one supplier of natural gas and more
than one transport route would be strategically important this also affects political issues and
international law and regulations economics science and technology the purpose of this book is to
address opportunities extended from science and research pertaining to the exploitation and
international trading of natural gas that involves transit countries this especially relates to the
transport and handling of gas from remote regions and pipelines that are

Oil & Gas Pipelines in Nontechnical Language 2020-10-04
oil has long been and will continue to be at the centre of the global economy this book explores the oil
trade energy geo politics and new trends in regionalising or globalising the oil industry in the new era
of international relations and economic competition energy pipelines carrying oil and gas from the
well head to the market generally run through two or more states and often from one continent to the
other this book maps the oil flowing through international and intercontinental pipelines and unravels
the political commercial and technological considerations behind the mapping of oil routes and
forging of trade ties between nation states through case studies from the major oil exporting regions
like saudi arabia iraq iran the usa canada and russia it analyses the changing trends in their policies
around oil trade bilateral relations energy and security it also considers the environmental protests
around the continued dependency on oil the teapot refineries under the islamic state investments oil
lobbies and insurrections to understand the broad picture of shifting regional and geopolitical realities
and the scramble for vital resources this comprehensive book will be of interest to students of the
geopolitics of energy international relations security and strategic studies energy studies as well as
the media and with policymakers

Mitigation of Gas Pipeline Integrity Problems 1985
this report covers ways in which the 112th congress can introduce relevant legislation to safeguard
pipelines that transport natural gas oil and other hazardous liquids across the united states while an
efficient and fundamentally safe means of transport many pipelines carry materials with the potential
to cause public injury and environmental damage the networks are also widespread and vulnerable to
accidents and terrorist attack

Regulation of Natural Gas Pipelines After Partial Wellhead
Decontrol 1977
this book is concerned with the steady state hydraulics of natural gas and other compressible fluids
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being transported through pipelines our main approach is to determine the flow rate possible and
compressor station horsepower required within the limitations of pipe strength based on the pipe
materials and grade it addresses the scenarios where one or more compressors may be required
depending on the gas flow rate and if discharge cooling is needed to limit the gas temperatures the
book is the result of over 38 years of the authors experience on pipelines in north and south america
while working for major energy companies such as arco el paso energy etc

A Planning Model of the Natural Gas Pipeline Network
2019-02-04
this book is a study on the japanese city gas industry which has been rapidly liberalized in recent
years especially it focuses on the background reasons methods and effects of the privatization of
publicly owned city gas utilities in japan in japan after the great east japan earthquake the
liberalization of the electric power and gas business has progressed rapidly there are a number of
studies on the reform of japan s electricity market but there are few studies on city gas business this
book describes the state of japan s public city gas utilities and the necessity of their privatization and
it explains the role of concession as a method of privatization then it verifies that the effects of past
privatization cases are insufficient the book also covers deregulation of public utilities in europe which
triggered japan s liberalization of its energy and other public utility sectors and privatization of
electricity and gas businesses in india a developing country in asia finally this book explores future
regulation and business of city gas industry pipeline network should be regulated to comply with
future unbundling starting from 2022 and gas business altogether with electricity and water
businesses need more digitization

Natural Gas Transmission and Distribution Business 1975
any reading of the history of transit oil and gas pipelines suggests a tendency to produce conflict and
disagreement often resulting in the cessation of throughput sometimes for a short period and
sometimes for longer it is tempting to attribute this to bad political relations between neighbours this
is certainly part of the story but also important is the nature of the transit terms tariffs and offtake
terms whereby transit countries are rewarded for allowing transit put simply the trouble with transit
pipelines has a significant economic basis this report addresses three key questions why will oil and
gas transit pipelines become more important to global energy markets in the future why has the
history of such pipelines been littered with conflict between the various parties what might be done to
improve this record in the future and make transit pipelines less troublesome publisher description

Retrograde Condensation in Natural Gas Pipelines
2004-06-29
this work considers the potential effects of competition in the natural gas pipeline industry contrary to
published studies and government reports this study concludes that federal regulation in the industry
is no longer necessary to limit the market power of current pipeline suppliers rather potential entry by
nearby suppliers a competitive factor largely ignored in most economic analyses will promote
competition in most major markets the purpose of the work is two fold to quantify the competitive
effect of potential market entry by natural gas suppliers and to demonstrate that any industry
analysis which fails to consider this competitive factor is likely to be in error this compilation and
analysis of market by market data on current deliveries by pipeline location of nearby deliveries and
location of nearby pipelines which make no deliveries will be of interest to scholars policymakers and
industry analysts concerned with competitive antitrust and regulatory issues
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Security of Natural Gas Supply through Transit Countries
2021-11-29

The Global Game of Oil Pipelines 2011

Keeping America’s Pipelines Safe and Secure: Key Issues for
Congress 2013

Gas Pipeline Hydraulics 2020-12-01

Privatization of Public City Gas Utilities 2009

Transit Troubles 1993-01-30

Competition in the Natural Gas Pipeline Industry
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